WA

WA

Dining table HPL
Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060 × 079 | Weight 34 kg / 75 lbs | Volume 0,74 m³/26 cu ft

74

Measurements

100

100

cm
inch

Collection: WA by Toan Nguyen is a contemporary collection of dining tables with sculptural appeal. Designed in
dynamic lines, the die-cast aluminum legs of the longest table (2.5m/98½“, with a slatted teak tabletop) have lately
been repositioned to now seat up to eight diners. WA tables are available in three different sizes and a wide choice of
tabletops consisting of HPL, glass or teak. They are complemented perfectly by all DEDON armchairs.
Tabletop: Made of high-pressure -laminate (HPL), a non-toxic material, tabletop is highly resistant to impact, mechanical
stress, moisture and steam; also available in single -layer safety glass.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die -cast aluminum, covered in a special powder- coating that
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Color

001
white

098
lipari

Additional items

Recommended number of chairs

Cover

2+2

099
vulcano

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

WA

Dining table glass
Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060 × 077 | Weight 45,5 kg /100 lbs | Volume 0,74 m³/26 cu ft

74

Measurements

100

100

cm
inch

Collection: WA by Toan Nguyen is a contemporary collection of dining tables with sculptural appeal. Designed in
dynamic lines, the die-cast aluminum legs of the longest table (2.5m/98½“, with a slatted teak tabletop) have lately
been repositioned to now seat up to eight diners. WA tables are available in three different sizes and a wide choice of
tabletops consisting of HPL, glass or teak. They are complemented perfectly by all DEDON armchairs.
Tabletop: Made of single -layer safety glass, tabletop offers increased resistance to temperature changes as well as
excellent resistance to bending, impact and shock; also available in high-pressure laminate (HPL).
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die - cast aluminum, covered in a special powder- coating that
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Color

601077098
white/ lipari

603077098
lipari

Additional items

Cover

604077099
vulcano

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

WA

Dining table teak
Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060 × 060 | Weight 39,5 kg /65 lbs | Volume: 0,75 m³/27 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: WA by Toan Nguyen is a contemporary collection of dining tables with sculptural appeal. Designed in dynamic lines, the die-cast aluminum legs of the longest table (2.5m/98½“, with a slatted teak tabletop) have lately been
repositioned to now seat up to eight diners. WA tables are available in three different sizes and a wide choice of tabletops
consisting of HPL, glass or teak. They are complemented perfectly by all DEDON armchairs.
Dining table: This WA dining table features elegantly tapered cast aluminum legs in a special, scuff-resistant powdercoating. The slatted tabletop in premium teak is rounded at the corners for a soft, warm touch.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die - cast aluminum, covered in a special powder- coating that
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Tabletops

205
teak

Frame color

601060205
white

603060205
lipari

Additional items

Recommended number of chairs

Cover

2+2

604060205
vulcano

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

WA

Dining table HPL
Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060 × 071 | Weight 50 kg /110 lbs | Volume 1,48 m³/53 cu ft

74

Measurements

100

200

cm
inch

Collection: WA by Toan Nguyen is a contemporary collection of dining tables with sculptural appeal. Designed in
dynamic lines, the die-cast aluminum legs of the longest table (2.5m/98½“, with a slatted teak tabletop) have lately
been repositioned to now seat up to eight diners. WA tables are available in three different sizes and a wide choice of
tabletops consisting of HPL, glass or teak. They are complemented perfectly by all DEDON armchairs.
Tabletop: Made of high-pressure -laminate (HPL), a non-toxic material, tabletop is highly resistant to impact, mechanical
stress, moisture and steam; also available in single - layer safety (HPL).
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die-cast aluminum, covered in a special powder-coating that
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially- coated, lightweight, strong
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Color

001
white

098
lipari

Additional items

Recommended number of chairs

Cover

4+2

099
vulcano

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

WA

Dining table HPL
Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060 × 071 | Weight 50 kg /110 lbs | Volume 1,48 m³/53 cu ft

74

Measurements

100

200

cm
inch

Collection: WA by Toan Nguyen is a contemporary collection of dining tables with sculptural appeal. Designed in
dynamic lines, the die-cast aluminum legs of the longest table (2.5m/98½“, with a slatted teak tabletop) have lately
been repositioned to now seat up to eight diners. WA tables are available in three different sizes and a wide choice of
tabletops consisting of HPL, glass or teak. They are complemented perfectly by all DEDON armchairs.
Tabletop: Made of high-pressure -laminate (HPL), a non-toxic material, tabletop is highly resistant to impact, mechanical
stress, moisture and steam; also available in single - layer safety (HPL).
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die-cast aluminum, covered in a special powder-coating that
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially- coated, lightweight, strong
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Color

001
white

098
lipari

Additional items

Recommended number of chairs

Cover

4+2

099
vulcano

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

WA

Dining table teak
Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060 × 062 | Weight 44 kg /97 lbs | Volume: 1,5 m³/5 3 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: WA by Toan Nguyen is a contemporary collection of dining tables with sculptural appeal. Designed in dynamic lines, the die-cast aluminum legs of the longest table (2.5m/98½“, with a slatted teak tabletop) have lately been
repositioned to now seat up to eight diners. WA tables are available in three different sizes and a wide choice of tabletops
consisting of HPL, glass or teak. They are complemented perfectly by all DEDON armchairs.
Dining table: This WA dining table features elegantly tapered cast aluminum legs in a special, scuff-resistant powdercoating. The slatted tabletop in premium teak is rounded at the corners for a soft, warm touch.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die - cast aluminum, covered in a special powder- coating that
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Tabletops

205
teak

Frame color

601062205
white

602062205
lipari

Additional items

Recommended number of chairs

Cover

4+2

602062205
vulcano

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

WA

Dining table teak
Design by Toan Nguyen | Item code: 060 × 064 | Weight 49,5 kg /109 lbs | Volume: 1,9 m³/67 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: WA by Toan Nguyen is a contemporary collection of dining tables with sculptural appeal. Designed in dynamic lines, the die-cast aluminum legs of the longest table (2.5m/98½“, with a slatted teak tabletop) have lately been
repositioned to now seat up to eight diners. WA tables are available in three different sizes and a wide choice of tabletops
consisting of HPL, glass or teak. They are complemented perfectly by all DEDON armchairs.
Dining table: This WA dining table features elegantly tapered cast aluminum legs in a special, scuff-resistant powdercoating. The slatted tabletop in premium teak is rounded at the corners for a soft, warm touch. This dining table is suitable
for 6+2 chairs.
Frame: Base consists of stainless steel; legs consist of die - cast aluminum, covered in a special powder- coating that
makes them extra-resistant to scuffing.
Characteristics: Minimalist, modern, refined, sophisticated, specially-coated, lightweight, strong
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Tabletops

205
teak

Frame color

601064205
white

603064205
lipari

Additional items

Recommended number of chairs

Cover

6+2

604064205
vulcano

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

